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Discography 

2000 - Disgrace demo                                
2003 - Live After Thrash (live demo)               
2006 – BreaKdowN Promo (CD promo)          
2007 - Time To Kill (Full length Album)               
2008 - Disorder & UnProgress(Rel. in Russia)                               
2009- Time to Kill-vynil (Germany)                  
2019-From Other times -Digital EP         
2020-Voices of Chaos(recording)                                     
     

Weblinks: 
www.breakdown-bkn.com  

https://www.facebook.com/BreaKdowNBKN 

www.youtube.com/breakdownsp  

       
Management & booking 

info@breakdown-bkn.com  

Born from the dirt and violent streets of Sao Paulo and later 
relocated to Dublin Ireland, BreaKdowN blasted on to the scene 
in 1998 playing every kind of show imaginable. They quickly 
found themselves embraced by every facet of the insanely 
diverse local music scene from punk to tech death. After 
recording their titled Disgrace 3 song demo, and a live tape called 
Live After Thrash, the label Unsilent Records saw them kickin’ 
ass live on a little gig and decided to release the first BreaKdowN 
full length .“Time To Kill” (released Nov, 2007). These 8 tracks 
proved to become an underground favorite over the next year as 
BreaKdowN appeared compilations from Brazil,USA and 
Germany and on the great magazines and zines over the world 
like ROADIE CREW, ROCK BRIGADE, RIDERS RUSH (RUS), 
HMP (POL)… and slammed the stage along open acts such as 
VULCANO, TOXIC HOLOCAUST, EXECUTER, ANTHARES, 
APOCALYPITC RAIDS, CHAOSFEAR, COMANDO NUCLEAR,  
FARSCAPE, OMEM  and many more. Also included a lot of 
shows as headliners in some fests. "Time To Kill" once again 
delivers a variety of extreme Metal and a blend of melody, 
sounding broadly defined like a bastard of DEATH, KREATOR 
and NWBHM with the factor X that makes BreaKdowN so 

expressive and strong. In 2009 band signed to Metal Inquisition 

recs and blasted Europe with vinyl edition with bonus tracks of 
Time To Kill : Ten tracks of pure energy, hate and face kicking 
metal songs that will please Death Metal, Thrash and Heavy 
Metal fans in the same vein. The production is hard, the 
songwriting intense. The perfect album to tear down your living 
room by diving from your lockers! 

“(..)songs like And the Attack.. and Mutant Personality don’t leave 

even deceased corpses cold, but pump them up with life again”  

MetalRules.com January -2008 

TRACKLIST(Time To Kill): 
01. …And the Attack Doesn’t Stop 02. From Other Side 03. Misanthropic World 04. 

War 05. Mutant Personality 06. Traitor 07. Nuclewarchild Victims  08. Time To Kill 

Bonus tracks vinyl version:09-Till ‘Death  10-…And The Attack Doesn’t 

Stop(remastered-bombs version) 

 

Sponsors 

 

citerguitars@ig.com.br 
(custom guitars) 
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